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Abstract—For most businesses, backup is a daily operation that needs to reliably protect diverse digital assets distributed across the enterprise. Efficiently processing ever increasing amounts of data residing on multiple desktops, servers, laptops, etc., and providing dynamic recovery capabilities becomes a high priority task for many IT departments. Driven by the advances in cloud computing and Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery model, IT departments are transitioning from providing highly customized services to offering on demand services which can be requested and canceled instantly. Backup service providers must be able to react efficiently to on-demand requests and cannot afford labor intensive resource planning and manual adjustments of schedules. Our goal is to automate the design of a backup schedule that minimizes the overall completion time for a given set of backup jobs. This problem can be formulated as a resource constrained scheduling problem where a set of $n$ jobs should be scheduled on $m$ machines with given capacities. In this work, we compare the outcome of the integer programming formulation with a heuristic-based job scheduling algorithm, called FlexLBF. The FlexLBF schedule produces close to optimal results (reducing backup time 20%-60%) while carrying no additional computing overhead and scaling well to efficiently process large datasets compared to the IP-based solution. Moreover, FlexLBF can be easily analyzed in a simulation environment to further tune a backup server configuration for achieving given performance objectives while saving power (up to additional 50% in our experiments). It helps to avoid case-based configuration efforts by system administrators and significantly increase the quality and reliability of implemented solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s modern businesses cannot afford a risk of data loss. According to Faulkner Information Services, 50% of businesses that lose their data due to disasters go out of business within 24 months, and, according to the US Bureau of Labor, 93% are out of business within five years [4]. The explosion of digital content, along with new compliance and document retention rules, set new requirements for performance efficiency of traditional data protection and archival tools. As a result, IT departments are taking on an ever-greater role in designing and implementing regulatory compliance procedures and systems. However, backup and restore operations still involve many manual steps and processes, they are time consuming, staff and labor intensive. Current data protection shortcomings are exacerbated by continuing double-digit growth rates of data. The progress and attention to the technology of backup over the last decade as a whole has barely kept up when compared to the incredible gains in the technologies associated with computer and storage platforms. Current systems and processes should be significantly optimized and automated to timely handle growing volumes of data. Reliable and efficient backup and recovery processing remains a primary pain point for most storage organizations. The estimates are that 60% to 70% of the effort associated with storage management is related to backup/recovery [15].

HP Data Protector (DP) is HP’s enterprise backup offering. The goal of server backup and data restore operations is to ensure that a business can recover from varying degrees of failure: from the loss of individual files to a disaster affecting an entire system. During a backup session a predefined, large set of distributed objects (client systems) should be backed up. Traditionally, no information on the expected duration and throughput requirements of different backup jobs is provided. This may lead to a suboptimal job schedule that results in the increased backup session time. To overcome this inefficiency, we characterize each backup job via two metrics, called job duration and job throughput. These metrics are derived from collected historic information about backup jobs during previous backup sessions. Our goal is to design a backup schedule that minimizes the overall completion time for a given set of backup jobs. This problem can be formulated as a resource constrained scheduling problem where a set of $n$ jobs should be scheduled on $m$ machines with given capacities. In our earlier work [2], we provide an integer programming (IP) formulation of this problem and use available IP-solvers for finding an optimized schedule, called bin-packing schedule. The new bin-packing job schedule significantly optimizes the overall backup session time (it demonstrates the range of 20%-60% of backup time reduction). However, the solution time for integer programming models is notoriously difficult to predict. We observe that the IP-solver runtime is very bimodal for all the experiments that we performed: either the optimal solution is found relatively quickly or it takes a few hours to produce a good result. As an alternative solution to the classic optimization problem, we propose a heuristic-based job scheduling algorithm, called FlexLBF [3]. Under this algorithm, the longest backup jobs are scheduled first. In addition, by using an adaptive number of concurrent disk agents over time, we dynamically vary the number of concurrent objects assigned for processing per tape drive. This allows to optimize the tape drive throughput and achieve a significantly lower backup time, and as a result, significantly reduced power usage. The question is how close the proposed heuristic to the nearly-optimal IP-based schedule?

This paper makes the following contributions:

Performance comparison of two solutions. We compare the efficiency of the new FlexLBF job schedule with the IP-based, bin-packing schedule. For the evaluation we use a workload collected from six backup servers at HP Labs. The outcome is quite interesting: the FlexLBF heuristic produces results that are close to optimal (within 3%-10% of bin-packing schedule results) while carrying no additional computing time (which can range from tens of minutes to a few hours) required by the offline nature of the IP-based solution.

Scalability evaluation of two solutions. A typical problem of IP-based solutions is their limited scalability. To evaluate the scalability properties of both approaches, we create an aggregate workload by combining workloads from all six backup servers. Our results show that for this size dataset the backup processing time with FlexLBF schedule is up to 25% better than with bin-packing schedule. In other words, the IP-based approach does not scale well for the large datasets: the produced schedule is still far away from the optimal solution (even after 2 hours of compute time).
Configuration and QoS optimization of backup systems.

We design and prototype a powerful simulation environment to assist system administrators who have concerns about growing data volumes, longer data retention periods, and increased power costs (15-20% per year) that ultimately impact the data protection cost. Our simulator suggests a system configuration that minimizes the number of actively used backup servers and therefore improves their resource and power usage while meeting the timing constraints of backup windows and satisfying data restore rates. There are interesting consequences of introducing the job scheduling component and workload characterization in the backup tool architecture. Since the duration and throughput requirements of different backup jobs become known over time and FlexLBF algorithm defines a predictable order for job processing by the backup system, this enables a useful and efficient simulation of the backup session under different system configurations. The designed simulation environment helps to perform useful “what-if” analysis and to avoid dangerous guess-based configuration efforts by system administrators. These automated configuration procedures significantly increase performance, reliability, and quality of implemented solutions. The remainder of the paper presents our results in more detail.

II. Motivation for Designing New Backup Schedules

HP Data Protector software offers backup and restore functionality specially tailored for enterprise-wide and distributed environments. Data Protector can be used in environments ranging from a single system to thousands of client machines on several sites. It supports backups in heterogeneous environments with clients running on the UNIX or Windows platforms. The functionality of a backup tool is built around a backup session and the objects (mount points or filesystems of the client machines) that are backed up during the session. The traditional architecture of a backup tool which uses a tape library is shown in Fig. 1. \(^1\)

![Fig. 1. Traditional Architecture of a Backup Tool with a Tape Library.](image)

The software processes, called disk agents, abbreviated as DAs, are associated with each tape drive. Each disk agent is responsible for backing up a single object at a time. Each tape drive has a configuration parameter which defines a concurrency level, i.e., the number of concurrent disk agents, which can backup different objects in parallel to the tape drive. This is done because a single data stream typically cannot fully utilize the capacity/bandwidth of the backup tape drive due to slow client machines (a typical throughput of a client system is 10-20 MB/s). A system administrator can configure a high number of DAs per tape drive to enable concurrent backup of different objects at the same time. The drawback of such an approach is that the data streams from many different objects are interleaved on the tape, and when the data of a particular object needs to be restored there is a higher restoration time for retrieving such data compared with a continuous data stream written by a single disk agent.

Typically, there is a significant diversity of the client machines and compute servers (as well as the amount of data stored at these machines) in today’s enterprise environments. This diversity impacts the backup duration and its throughput, often leading to an order of magnitude difference in observed metrics. However, traditionally, no information on the expected duration and throughput requirements of different backup clients is provided. The data protection tool only knows the name, path, and type of the client machine. The lack of information about the size and speed of the backed up machines may cause inefficient backup processing. Here is a simple example of such inefficiency. Let there be ten objects \(O_1, O_2, ..., O_{10}\) in a backup set as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Each backup object is represented by two parameters: its duration (height) and throughput (width). Let the backup tool have a tape drive configured (for simplicity) with 2 concurrent DAs to backup this set, and the drive throughput be 6 (units). If two DAs randomly select objects from the set then the backup session may result in the schedule shown in Fig. 2 (b) that is 28 hours long. Fig. 2 (c) presents a different backup schedule with a flexible number of concurrent DAs (up to 4). It selects additional objects for backup until a disk drive has enough throughput capacity for handling this new object. Such optimized processing and schedule leads to a backup session of 17 hours, which represents 30% of time reduction.

In this work, we revisit a traditional backup scheduling and configuration issues in order to automate a design of a tailored backup job schedule by using available historical information.

III. IP-Based Bin-Packing Job Schedule

In this section, we provide an integer programming formulation of the multiple machines resource constrained scheduling problem that aims to minimize the makespan (the overall
completion time) of a given set of backup jobs. The main challenge of this exercise is to provide a compact problem formulation that can be efficiently solved with traditional IP-solvers (e.g., CPLEX [5]) in a reasonable compute time for being useful in practice. Below is a very “lean” and optimized IP-based formulation of the problem.

We use the following basic notations:

- \( n \) – denotes the number of jobs in the backup set;
- \( m \) – denotes the number of tape drives in the backup tool configuration;
- \( maxDA \) - the maximum number of concurrent disk agents configured per tape drive;
- \( maxT\text{put} \) - the aggregate throughput of the tape drive (each tape library is homogeneous, but there could be different generation tape libraries in the overall set).

Each job \( J_i, 1 \leq i \leq n \) in a given backup set is defined by a pair of attributes \((Dur_i, T\text{put}_i)\), where

- \( Dur_i \) is the duration of job \( J_i \), and
- \( T\text{put}_i \) is the job \( J_i \) throughput (i.e., required tape drive throughput or the resource demand of job \( J_i \)).

At any time, each tape drive can process up to \( maxDA \) jobs in parallel but the total “width” of these jobs cannot exceed the capacity of the tape drive \( maxT\text{put} \). The objective function is to find a schedule that minimizes the makespan \( S \). The objective function is to find a schedule that minimizes the makespan \( S \), i.e., minimizes the overall completion time \( S \) for a given set of backup jobs. First of all, let us approximate the lower bound on the makespan \( S \) that is defined as the maximum of the following three estimates:

- **Makespan cannot be smaller than the longest backup job in the set** (denoted as \( D_1 \)): \[ D_1 = \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} Dur_i \]
- **Makespan cannot be smaller than the shortest possible time that would be required for processing the entire set of submitted backup jobs at maximum tape drive throughput \( maxT\text{put} \) by \( m \) tape drives (denoted as \( D_2 \)): \[ D_2 = \frac{\sum_{1 \leq i \leq n} Dur_i \cdot T\text{put}_i}{m \cdot maxT\text{put}} \]
- **Makespan cannot be smaller than the shortest possible time that would be necessary to process the entire set of submitted backup jobs while using the maximum possible number \( maxDA \) of concurrent disk agents at all tape drives (denoted as \( D_3 \)): \[ D_3 = \frac{\sum_{1 \leq i \leq n} Dur_i}{m \cdot maxDA} \]

In the IP formulation, we use estimates for lower and upper bounds of makespan \( S \) computed in the following way:

\[
M_{low} = \lfloor \max(D_1, D_2, D_3) \rfloor
\]

\[
M_{up} = \left\lfloor \max(D_1, D_2, D_3)/0.95 \right\rfloor
\]

\( M_{low} \) is indeed a lower bound on makespan \( S \) since it cannot be smaller than \( D_1, D_2 \) or \( D_3 \). However, \( M_{up} \) is a possible approximation of the upper bound on makespan \( S \), and our current “guess”-estimate might be incorrect. The optimal solution does not depend on \( M_{up} \) in a direct way: as long as \( S \leq M_{up} \) it leads to a feasible solution. If this guess makes the problem infeasible, we can always repeat the computation for \( M_{up} = \lceil \max(D_1, D_2, D_3)/0.9 \rceil \) or \( M_{up} = \left\lfloor \max(D_1, D_2, D_3)/0.85 \right\rfloor \), etc, until the problem is feasible.

One of the traditional integer programming solvers, e.g. CPLEX [5], can be used for finding a feasible solution. Once an optimized job scheduling is provided by the solver, Data Protector can schedule these jobs in the advised order. We will call this schedule as a bin-packing schedule. Our goal is to compare the performance of the two scheduling approaches: the IP-based bin-packing schedule and the heuristic-based FlexLBF algorithm described in the next section.
IV. FlexLBF Scheduling Algorithm

Let us consider a backup tool with $m$ tape drives: $Tape_1, ..., Tape_m$. Under a traditional architecture, there is a configuration parameter $K$ that defines a fixed number of concurrent disk agents (DAs) that backup different objects in parallel to tape drives. In this work, we investigate the backup tool architecture where tape drives may have a variable number of concurrent DAs defined by the following parameters:

- $maxDA$ - the limit on the maximum number of concurrent disk agents which can be assigned per tape (one can consider different limits for different tape drives);
- $maxTput$ - the aggregate throughput of the tape drive (each tape drive is homogeneous but, there could be different generation tape libraries in the overall set).

We observe the following running counters per tape drive:
- $ActDA_i$ - the number of active (busy) disk agents of tape drive $Tape_j$ (initialized as $ActDA_j = 0$); and
- $TapeAggTput_j$ - the aggregate throughput of the currently assigned objects (jobs) to tape drive $Tape_j$ (initialized as $TapeAggTput_j = 0$).

Each job $J_i$ in the future backup session is represented by a tuple: $(O_i, Dur_i, Tput_i)$, where
- $O_i$ is the name of the object;
- $Dur_i$ denotes the backup duration of object $O_i$ observed from the previous full backup, and
- $Tput_i$ denotes the throughput of object $O_i$ computed as a mean of the last $l$ throughput measurements.\(^2\)

Once we have historic information about all the objects, an ordered list of objects $OrdObjList$ (sorted in decreasing order of their backup durations) is created:

$OrdObjList = \{(O_1, Dur_1, Tput_1), ..., (O_n, Dur_n, Tput_n)\}$

where $Dur_1 \geq Dur_2 \geq Dur_3 \geq ... \geq Dur_n$.

The FlexLBF scheduler operates as follows.

Let $J_i = (O_i, Dur_i, Tput_i)$ be the top object in $OrdObjList$. Let tape drive $Tape_j$ have an available disk agent and

$$TapeAggTput_j = \min_{ActDA_i < maxDA} (TapeAggTput_i),$$

i.e., $Tape_j$ is among the tape drives with an available disk agent, and $Tape_j$ has the smallest aggregate throughput.

Job $J_i$ is assigned to $Tape_j$ if its assignment does not violate the maximum aggregate throughput specified per tape drive, i.e., if the following condition is true:

$$TapeAggTput_j + Tput_i \leq maxTput.$$

If this condition holds then object $O_i$ is assigned to $Tape_j$, and the tape drive running counters are updated as follows:

$$ActDA_j \leftarrow ActDA_j + 1,$$
$$TapeAggTput_j \leftarrow TapeAggTput_j + Tput_i.$$

Otherwise, job $J_i$ can not be scheduled at this step, and the assignment process is blocked until some earlier scheduled jobs are completed and the additional resources are released.

Intuitively, under the FlexLBF algorithm, the longest jobs are processed first. Each next object is considered for the assignment to a tape drive with the largest available throughput (or “width”). When the earlier scheduled job $J_k$ is completed at the tape drive $Tape_j$, the occupied resources are released and the running counters of this tape drive are updated as follows:

$$ActDA_j \leftarrow ActDA_j - 1,$$
$$TapeAggTput_j \leftarrow TapeAggTput_j - Tput_k.$$

The pseudo-code in Fig. 3 summarizes the algorithm.

Assigning resources to a job
For top job $J_i = (O_i, Dur_i, Tput_i)$ in $OrdObjList$ do
if ($Blocked$ & $\exists ActDA_j < maxDA$)
$$TapeAggTput_j = \min_{ActDA_i < maxDA} (TapeAggTput_i)$$
if ($TapeAggTput_i + Tput_i \leq maxTput$)
assign job $J_i$ for backup processing to $Tape_j$;
$$ActDA_j \leftarrow ActDA_j + 1$$
$$TapeAggTput_j \leftarrow TapeAggTput_j + Tput_i$$
remove job $J_i$ from $OrdObjList$
else // not enough resources for processing job $J_i$
$Blocked \leftarrow 1$
//job $J_i$ assignment is blocked until some earlier job is completed
else
$Blocked \leftarrow 1$

Releasing resources when a job is completed
If backup processing of job $J_k$ is completed by $Tape_i$\(^3\)
$$ActDA_j \leftarrow ActDA_j - 1$$
$$TapeAggTput_j \leftarrow TapeAggTput_j - Tput_k$$
$Blocked \leftarrow 0$

Fig. 3. The FlexLBF algorithm.

V. Comparing Bin-packing and FlexLBF Schedules

Workload for the evaluation study. To compare performance of the bin-packing schedule and heuristic-based FlexLBF scheduling, we use data from six backup servers in HP Labs. While HP Labs represent the research organization, its computing infrastructure is a typical instance of a medium-size enterprise environment. The distributed client machines include Windows and Linux desktops. There is a variety of compute server farms and Hadoop clusters used for various research and advanced prototyping projects. In addition, there is a representative collection of high-end servers with significant amount of stored data.

There were 665 objects\(^3\) in the backup sets under study. Fig. 4 (a) shows the object duration distribution in the overall set (sorted in increasing order) for three consecutive, full weekly backups. First of all, there is a significant diversity in durations: some backups take only 1 min while other objects take 10-17 hours. Second, there is a significant number of “long” backup jobs. Fig. 4 (a) shows that 20% of jobs processed by backup servers are in the range of 1-17 hours.

Fig. 4 (b) presents historic snapshots of backup job throughputs in the overall set from six backup servers (sorted in increasing order). There is a significant diversity in observed job throughputs from 0.1 MB/s to 40 MB/s. The HP Labs backup servers have 4 tape drives (with maximum data rate of 80 MB/s), each configured with 4 concurrent disk agents. As

\(^2\)Using a mean value of the last $l$ throughput measurements provides a more reliable metric and reduces its variance compared to a throughput metric computed only from the latest backup.

\(^3\)We use the terms of lesystem, mount point, and object, interchangeably.
The usage of the large-scale enterprise computing environment may fluctuate significantly over time and be impacted by business dynamics, the set of existing applications, and the number of actively used client machines. Therefore, the backup infrastructure tends to be over-provisioned, and often, the same amount of work can be accomplished with a smaller amount of resources. This could additionally save power and optimize resource usage without sacrificing the quality of service. Another challenge that system administrators face during backup management is maintaining the duration of the backup window for a set of given backup jobs. We designed a simulation tool that can assist system administrators in evaluating cons and pros of different configuration options for their backup services.
Backup administrators are required to provide the following information to the simulator:

- a description of the backup workload \( W = \{J_1, J_2, \ldots, J_n\} \), where each backup object \( J_i = (O_i, Dur_i, T_{put_i}) \) is provided with historic information on object duration and object throughput for backup processing.
- a default backup server configuration where \( K \) - the number of tape drives available in the configuration, \( maxT_{put} \) - the maximum throughput of the tape drive; and \( maxDA \) - the maximum number of disk agents that can be used concurrently during backup processing.
- a backup window \( T \) during which the backup service should be performed (the backup window should be larger than the longest backup job in the workload set).

Our simulator is able to evaluate multiple objective functions:

1) the minimal number of tape drives required for processing a given workload with a backup window \( T \);
2) the consolidation scenario with a goal of minimizing the overall uptime of active backup servers used for processing with a specified backup window \( T \);
3) the load balancing scenario with a goal of minimizing the number of servers in the solution for processing a given workload with a specified backup window \( T \) while balancing the load across the participating servers.

The main difference between consolidation and load balancing scenarios is that the consolidation process may lead to an “uneven” object placement across the backup servers in the solution. Let there be \( N \) servers in the solution. Since we aim to minimize the overall (aggregate) uptime of these servers while processing a given workload within a specified backup window \( T \), the algorithm will try to assign to each of \( N - 1 \) servers the maximum number of jobs that can be processed within \( T \). The “last” server will get the remaining fraction of the workload with the session processing time which might be significantly shorter than \( T \). Such uneven workload placement will lead to a minimum aggregate uptime of backup servers in the solution, and as a result may significantly minimize the overall power consumption. The cumulative uptime of the servers in the solution can be roughly approximated as \( T \ast (N - 1) + \Delta \), where \( \Delta \) is the session processing time of the “last” server with the remaining fraction of the workload. The consolidation scenario might be especially beneficial when the workload requires two backup servers for processing but only a small fraction of jobs “does not fit” in the backup window when processed by a single backup server. In this case, this small fraction of jobs is assigned and processed by the second backup server, and the aggregate uptime of two servers is \( T + \Delta \), where \( \Delta \ll T \). If we would balance workload assignment across both servers, the uptime might be much higher and in many cases closer to \( 2 \ast T \), and therefore, significantly increasing the power consumption (practically twice in this example).

However, a system administrator may also pursue a balanced backup job assignment, where the overall workload gets equally partitioned among the servers in the solution. While it can lead to a higher aggregate uptime of these servers, the benefits are that the amount of bytes written by each server is more balanced. The outcome of consolidation and load balancing scenarios does significantly depend on workload characteristics. For some backup workloads, both scenarios might result in a similar outcome. System administrators should evaluate both options before making a final decision.

Below we outline the analysis and simulation routines performed by our simulator to answer the configuration questions described above. In all the scenarios, there is a common first step, where the simulator checks whether the specified backup window \( T \) is equal or larger than the duration \( T_{lgst} \) of the longest backup job in a given set. If \( T \leq T_{lgst} \) then the solution is infeasible.

1. Determining the minimal number \( N \) of tape drives required for processing a given workload with a specified backup window \( T \). First, we simulate the achievable backup processing time \( T_{sim} \) under the FlexLBF algorithm with a single tape drive (i.e., \( N = 1 \)) and specified \( maxT_{put} \) and \( maxDA \) as shown in Figure 5. If \( T_{sim} \leq T \) then the objective is achieved and a given workload can be processed by a single tape drive. Otherwise, if \( T_{sim} > T \) then we repeat the simulation cycle with the increased number of tape drives, i.e., \( N = N + 1 \). We stop the simulation once the increased number of tape drives leads to the achievable backup processing time within a backup window, i.e., \( T_{sim} \leq T \). The simulator outputs two values: the required number of drives \( N \) and the expected (simulated) duration of the backup session \( T_{sim} \).

2. Performing a consolidation scenario with a goal of minimizing the overall uptime of \( N \) backup servers required for processing a given set of backup jobs \( W \) with a specified backup window \( T \).

First, we simulate the achievable backup processing time \( T_{sim} \) under the FlexLBF algorithm with a single backup server, where a backup server is equipped with a default number tape drives (i.e., \( NumDr = K \)) and a specified number of \( maxDA \) per drive. If \( T_{sim} \leq T \) then the objective is achieved and a given workload \( W \) can be processed by a single backup server. Otherwise, if \( T_{sim} > T \) then we repeat the simulation cycle with the increased number of tape drives, i.e., \( NumDr = NumDr + 1 \). We stop the simulation once the increased number of drives leads to a processing time within a backup window, i.e., \( T_{sim} \leq T \). We sort these tape drives in the order of decreasing processing time per drive and group \( K \) drives per a server respectively. The last remaining group may have a number of drives less than \( K \). In this case, the simulator replays processing of these jobs by \( K \) drives. These jobs are sorted in the list \( OrdObjList \) (see Section IV) for simulating their processing by the FlexLBF algorithm.

This way, each server in the solution (except the last one) processes the maximum subset of backup jobs within backup window \( T \). The “last” server in the solution may have arbitrary “short” or “long” processing time compared to \( T \) (it depends on the workload and this is the reason why the job allocation for consolidation scenario may be uneven.)
The simulator outputs: i) the number of backup servers required in the consolidation solution, ii) the job assignment for each backup server, and iii) the backup session time (i.e., backup processing time or uptime) of each server for processing the assigned fraction of the workload.

3. Performing a load balancing scenario with a goal of minimizing the number of servers in the solution for processing a given workload with a specified backup window $T$ while balancing the load across the participating servers.

First, we simulate the achievable backup processing time $T_{sim}$ under the FlexLBF algorithm with a single backup server (similar to the simulation under the consolidation scenario). If $T_{sim} \leq T$ then the objective is achieved and a given workload $W$ can be processed by a single backup server.

Otherwise, if $T_{sim} \geq T$ then we repeat the simulation cycle with the increased number of backup servers, i.e., $N = N + 1$. The simulation follows the usual execution of the FlexLBF algorithm where two backup servers are represented by their aggregate number of tape drives. We stop the simulation once the increased number of backup servers leads to the achievable backup processing time within a backup window, i.e., $T_{sim} \leq T$. This is a balanced solution since each of the $N$ servers gets assigned an approximately equal (balanced) portion of the workload for processing. The simulator outputs i) the number of backup servers required in the balanced solution, ii) the job assignment for each backup server, and iii) the backup session time (i.e., backup processing time or uptime) of each server for processing the assigned fraction of the workload.

Evaluation case study. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed simulation tool we use the aggregate workload (with 665 objects) from all six backup servers under study. Table III shows the minimal number of tape drives required for processing a given workload with a backup window $T = 1200$ min while using a different number of concurrent DAs per tape drive. We perform the simulation for three consecutive weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T = 1200$ min</th>
<th>Required Number of Drives</th>
<th>week1</th>
<th>week2</th>
<th>week3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maxTput=80MB/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDA=4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDA=6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDA=8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxDA=10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. The minimal number of tape drives (configured with different maxDA) required for processing the aggregate workload.

We can see that with the increased number of configured maxDA per drive the number of required drives for processing decreases. However, the value of maxDA = 10 does not lead to improved performance while introducing the higher degree of data interleaving on tapes. The value of maxDA = 8 provides an optimal performance. As we also see, if the default server configuration uses 4 tape drives then this aggregate workload would require 2 backup servers (they would contain 8 drives overall) for processing with a backup window $T = 1200$ min.

Table IV shows the combined uptime of two servers required for processing a given workload with a specified backup window $T = 1200$ min under two different scenarios: consolidation and load balancing job placement. For two scenarios, we also consider a different number of concurrent DAs per a tape drive in the server configuration. The results are interesting: for a backup server with maxDA = 4 the outcomes of consolidation and load balancing scenarios are practically the same. As we increase the number of maxDA per drive the difference between the two scenarios becomes more pronounced: under the consolidation scenario the power consumption (expressed as the combined uptime of the backup servers in the solution while processing a given workload) is up to 50% lower than under the load balancing approach.

The runtime of the simulator depends on the number of iterations and backup jobs: simulation of 100-300 jobs with 3-5 iterations finishes under 1-2 min. Therefore a system administrator can efficiently use the simulator for understanding the outcome of many different what-if scenarios.

4. Performing QoS job management to support tailored data restore rates. When planning and scheduling backup sessions, a system administrator has to take into consideration the job’s QoS requirements. Typically, there are two parts in QoS requirements: the desirable backup window as well as the desirable data restore rates. The targeted backup window is supported via creating the appropriate backup groups processed with the FlexLBF schedule as discussed earlier. The object restore speed depends on the drive configuration parameter (its concurrency degree) at the backup time of the object. A higher number of concurrent DAs causes a higher degree of data interleaving on tape. This results in higher restoration times when retrieving such data compared to a continuous, non-interleaved data stream written by a single disk agent. Typically, the restore rates are measured using a set of microbenchmarks with different number of concurrent DAs and published in the corresponding product datasheets. The object’s QoS requirements are defined using these classes.

To simplify the notation of QoS restore classes, we will use an explicit concurrency degree parameter that corresponds to the required restore rates in the QoS job’s description. Therefore, each job $J_i$ is represented by a tuple: $(O_i, Dur_i, Tput_i, Conc_i)$, where $O_i$ is the name of the object, $Dur_i$ denotes the backup duration of object $O_i$ observed from the previous full backup, $Tput_i$ denotes the throughput of object $O_i$ computed from the previous full backups, and $Conc_i$ reflects the concurrency degree parameter that corresponds to the restore rates in the job’s description. If an object does not have specific requirements for the restore rates then we can use $\infty$ in the QoS specification (meaning the best effort).

For a given workload and a specified value of maxTput the impact of different values of maxDA could be significant. At the same time, typically, there is a limited range of useful values for maxDA, i.e., values which have a positive performance impact on decreasing the backup window. Often, a higher value of concurrent DAs might not result in a better performance. In these situations, using a higher number of concurrent disk agents might lead to excessive data interleaving on the tape without any additional performance benefits. For example, Table III shows that for processing a consolidated workload from the six HP Labs backup servers we would need 5 tape drives with maxDA = 8. By increasing the concurrency degree higher, i.e., maxDA > 8, we do not get a shorter backup session, but only an increased data interleaving on the tape. Moreover, if there are 4 drives in the server configuration, the aggregate workload will require two backup servers anyway, and in this case, one can guarantee much
higher restore rates with $maxDA = 4$ while using the same amount of resources (in case, if the power consumption and the servers’ uptime are not driving consideration factors).

The proposed simulation environment allows to assess different backup management scenarios and estimate time required for processing the specified QoS job classes while making the best use of the available system resources.

The introduced FlexLBF algorithm can be generalized to handle job’s QoS requirements without an additional “hassle” of partitioning jobs into different QoS classes for processing by tape drives configured with the required concurrency degree. To achieve this goal, an additional control on the concurrency degree (required by the job) can be directly introduced in the job admission module of FlexLBF. That is, for each job $J_i$ that needs to be scheduled, the algorithm verifies whether there is a tape drive $Tape_j$ with the number of active DAs less than the required (by the job’s QoS) concurrency degree (i.e., $ActDA_j < Conec_j$) and whether the job throughput does not exceed the currently available throughput at $Tape_j$. The proposed FlexLBF enhancement aims to achieve both performance goals: to optimize the session processing time and to respect the individual job’s QoS requirements.

VII. RELATED WORK

Scheduling of incoming jobs and the assignment of processors to the scheduled jobs has been always an important factor for optimizing the performance of parallel and distributed systems. For minimizing the makespan, i.e., the schedule length, a promising approach is to schedule the longest job first [9], [21]. In [9], an interesting theoretical result is proved, it provides an upper bound of makespan under the longest job first scheduler compared to the time of the optimal strategy in multiprocessor systems. Our work is another example in this direction, showing that the efficient heuristic may be a good alternative to the integer programming approach for building the efficient backup scheduling in practice.

Traditionally, magnetic tapes has been used for data backup in enterprise environments. Well-known Unix utilities such as dump, cpio, and tar [16] can write a full system backup as a single data stream to tape. Enterprises might implement different backup policies that define how often the backups are done, whether it is full or incremental backup, and how long these backups are kept. Tools such as AMANDA [1] (built on dump and tar) manages the process of scheduling full and incremental backups from a network of computers and writes these backups to tape as a group. Existing commercial backup tools [6], [10], [11], [13], [18] provides a variety of different means to system administrators for scheduling designated collections of client machines on a certain table. Enterprises might implement different backup policies that define how often the backups are done, whether it is full or incremental backup, and how long these backups are kept [16]. However, within the created backup groups a random job scheduling is used which can lead to inefficient backup processing and increased backup time.

Large-scale distributed systems such as Grid exploit job scheduling as the main component of resource management. Grid-related job scheduling aims to empirically evaluate a variety of scheduling heuristics. Here are a few policies used to improve system utilization and throughput: backfilling [14], adaptive scheduling [12], and task grouping [19].

There is a growing number of services and systems that provide efficient filesystem backups over the Internet [20], [7]. Most of the Internet-based backup services do use the random job scheduling. They will benefit from a more efficient job scheduling as well. We believe that the proposed automated management framework is useful for dealing with the dynamics and optimization of these backup services.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Despite that for most businesses, backup is a daily operation to protect the business critical assets, there are still many inefficiencies in the backup processes. In this paper, we revisit a traditional backup job scheduling and discuss inefficiencies due to random job scheduling broadly used in the backup tools. The main reason why random job scheduling is typically used by backup tools is that, traditionally, no information on the expected duration and throughput requirements of different backup jobs is provided. In this work, we explicitly characterize each backup job via two metrics: job duration and job throughput. These metrics are used in the automated design of a backup schedule for minimizing the overall completion time of a given set of backup jobs. We compare the efficiency of the IP-based schedule and the heuristic-based FlexLBF job schedule. Our analysis reveals that the simple FlexLBF heuristic augmented with adaptive number of active DAs is close to optimal while having no additional computing overhead compared to the compute expensive IP-based solution. The simulator based on FlexLBF enables the analysis to minimize the number of actively used backup servers while meeting backup window constraints and satisfying data restore rates. As a result, the proposed approach significantly increases the performance, reliability, and quality of implemented solutions.
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